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Mariy FisherElected SBA President
system to a letter system, and
establishing regular racquetball
and basketball tournaments for
law students.
Only II votes separated the five
candidates vying for the four
first-year representative
positions. Ken Thomas led the
vote-getting with 95, followed by
Jan Pettie with 94, Leslie Leach
with 92, and Peter Darvin with
91. Laura Foggin, with 84 votes,
failed to earn a seat.
Second-year representatives
Diana Brown, Ray Sherbill, Ross
Furman and Leslie Caldwell ran
unopposed. The night representa-
tive position was filled by Wilbert
Nixon in a run-off election.
of the teacher evaluation proced-
ure; and the development of a reg-
ular speakers program.
Fisher received her B.A. in
1978 from Indiana University,
where she was president of the
Indiana Public Interest Research
Group (lnPIRG). For the past
two years she has been an organ- -,
izer with Ralph Nader's Pubic
Citizen Organization.
Miguel Rovira, also a first-year
student, defeated classmate Rob-
ert Lord by a mere two votes to
become SBA vice president. The
Colgate University graduate has
pledged to work towards chang-
ing the present number grading
With the largest voter turnout
in at least ten years, first-year
student Marjy Fisher was elected
president of the Student Bar
Association February 18, soundly
defeating incumbent Vice Presi-
dent Kimberly Bloodworth.
Fisher received 283 of the more
than 500 votes cast; Bloodworth
received 185. More than 40 votes
went to various write-in candi-
dates.
The new SBA President, who
ran on the slogan "Action for a
Change," has promised to work
for increased placement office
services, including the hiring of a
full-time career counselor; reform
Outgoing SBA president Carlos Del Valle confers with
incoming SBA ~resident Marjy Fisher at faculty meeting
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BALSA Raises Funds To Aid
Search for Atlanta Killer
Moot Court
Winners table set up on the first floor of
Stockton Hall where there will be
petitions in support of more fed-
During the past 18 months 20 eral aid to the Atlanta investi-
young B!ack.chiIdrenhave.been gation. These. petitions will be
br~tally murdered or have mys- 'sent to--Congressperso!is-- on the
tenously disappeared in Atlanta. Hill and President Reagan. In
The cases have gone unsolved and addition BALSA will be collec-
have produced little evidence ting contributions and donations
while the disappearances and which will be sent to S.O.C.c. for
murders still continue. As a result forwarding to the Atlanta Investi-
of the recent murders and disap- gation Fund and Mayor Maynard
pearances in Atlanta, students Jackson of Atlanta. BALSA has
from Howard University College already pledged $50.00 to the
of Law and Antioch College of Fund.
Law have formed an organization The Drive will run from
called "Save Our Children Coali- Wednesday, March 4th to
tion" (S.O.C.c.) in an effort to Wednesday, March l lth. The
raise funds to help Atlanta offi- tables will be set up during these
cials conduct a proper investi- days from 11:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m,
gation and to pressure the federal and from 5:00 p.m.-7:00 p.m.
.government to take an active role Later in March S.O.C.C. will
in the investigation. Because of hold memorial service for the
the length and intensity of the slain children and will sponsor a
investigation, Atlanta officials rally on the Hill.
are facing the lack of necessary We urge the National Law Cen-
funds needed to employ the man- ter community to help us in this
power and equi pment to conduct endeavor. The senseless killing of
an investigation of this type. The helpless children is appalling and
federal government has been must be stopped. We challenge
reluctant to grant funds or send the Law Center community to at
manpower to Atlanta to help with least meet the $50.00 pledge of
the investigation. This has hin- BALSA. Hopefully, the do-
dered the efforts of Atlanta offi- nations and contributions will far
cials to follow leads in the case. surpass this amount. We collected
The BALSA chapter of the over 300 signatures in support 0'
National Law Center, recognizing making Martin Luther King's
the responsibility that we as Birthday a national holiday. We
adults have to nurture and protect thank the student body for this
the children of our communities support. Let's double the number
will launch a campaign on Mon. of signatures for the petitions in
day, March 2,1981, to raise funds support of aid to the Atlanta
and muster support for the Atlan- Investigation Fund.
ta investigation. Beginning Mon- It Concerns UsAll
day, March 2nd, we are asking
the members of the National Law
Center community to join us in
our endeavors by wearing red rib-
bons in memory of the slain chil-
dren in Atlanta. Ribbons can be
picked up in the BALSA office
beginning Monday, March 2nd,
at 9:00 a.rn. In addition, begin-
ning Wednesday, March 4, 1981
at 11:00 am BALSA will have a
by Donna Hill and
Grace VentersIn arguments before what
many feel was the largest turnout
in recent years of the competition,
William Tedesco and Sally
Hostetler have prevailed in this
year's Upperclass Van Vleck
Moot Court Competition, held re-
cently on February 21,1981.
This year's competition was jud-
ged by Judge Roger Robb of the
United States Circuit Court,
Judge Oliver Gasch of the United
States District Court, and former
Solicitor General Erwin N. Gris-
wold. Competing in opposition to
Ms. Hostetler and -Mr, Tedesco
were Jeffrey Held and Kenneth
Berman. Both teams ascended to
the final round only after achiev-
ing superior cumulative scores
based on oral as well as written
appellate advocacy. Twenty-two,
teams competed in this year's Van
Vleck competition.
As winners of this year's
competition, Mr. Tedesco and
Ms. Hostetler will receive two
academic credits, as all four final-
The team of Sally Hostetler and William Tedesco
prevailed over the team of Ken Berman and Jeffery Held,
ists will receive, and in addition, '
will be this year's recipient of the we ve ~~d 10 recent Van .vleck
Jacob Burns Moot Co tAd compennons. It resulted 10 anur war. d ti I II . ,
Established by Jacob Burns, a law e uc~ IOFa ~ we d~s ent~,rtalOmg
alumnus and a Trustee of the eveOl?g or t e au renee.
University, the award consists of This year marks the second
$100 plus a commemorative year Mr., Tedesco has grabbed top
medal. ~o,nors 10 a Van Vleck compe-
The turnout to this year's argu- tiuon. L~st year, Mr. Tede~co,
ments was estimated to have been along with, Andrew Zwerlmg,
close to 250 persons. "We were won t~~ first-year Van Vleck
extremely pleased by the even- COm~etltlOn., .'
ing's program overall," says Seth This year s , ~Irst-~ear Moot
Weitz, co-chairman of the Moot C?urt Competition final roun?
Court Board. "The judges were WIll be held on Thursday, .Apnl
extremely well prepared, and the 23, 1981 at 8:~ p.m. Conf1~med
communication they exhibit d at the present time as Judge Willbe
amongst each other, as W~lll:S the. Hon. Abner ,J. ~ikva of the
their sense of humor, resulted in UOlte? ~tates CIrCUIt,Court for :
one of the best panels of judges the District of Columbia.
Review, Journal Procedures Change
New L. Rev. Editorial Board by William H. SchladtThe Law Review and the Jour-
nal of International Law and Eco-
nomics will be changing some as-
pects of the selection process for
membership. The Law Review
will open 5 or 6 positions to
second year students based solely
on a writing competition. First
year students will be selected for
membership to the Review
through a bifurcated process. The
top 5070 of each section will be se-
lected if they submit a writing
competition graded by the Law
Review which falls within the top
25% of those submitted. The se-
cond category will be based
upon a composite of rank in sec-
The Volume 49 Editorial Board is pleased to announce the following
Editors for Volume 50: -
Phi/Anker
Editor-in-Chief
Kirk Kolbo
Managing Editor
Keith Lawson
Notes Editor
Barry Mendelson
Managing Editor
Jane Ryan
Articles Editor
Robert Schlossberg
Articles Editor
Larry Shire
Notes Editor
Scott Stempel
Notes editor
Douglas Bartner
Notes Editor
Joseph Blute
Topics Editor
Leslie Caldwell
Articles Editor
Joseph Daly
Topics Editor
Mary Hill
Senior Managing Editor
Robert Kepple
Notes Editor
Courtney Knowles
Senior Articles Editor
The members of the La Raza
organization wish to express their
support of the Black American
Law Students Association's ener-
getic drive to raise money in order
to aid the efforts of those in-
volved in the search for the
killer(s) of the black youth in At-
lantic City. We urge everyone to
donate to this worthy cause.Continued on page 8
Page two
f editorial
The Good, The Bad, and The Better
The Good
The Law Review has recently decided to open membership to stu-
dents based sol~ly on a writing competition. Any publication which
purports to be scholarly must necessarily invite the best writers to
join the staff. Unfortunately, law school examinations do not
always test the ability of a student to write clearly and concisely.
Combined with the problem of grade disparity between the sections,
imprecise law school grading can effectively eliminate highly capa-
ble candidates. This year's board should be commended for taking
steps that will help ensure that G.W. Law Review will remain a well
respected source of legal analysis.
The Bad
The Law Review has also adopted a procedure whereby the. top
5070 of each section will be virtually assured a position on the Re-
, view. This proposal reserves a large portion of the membership to
those students who performed better than others within each sec-
tion.
According to Professor Kirsch of the G. W. Statistics department,
there is no mathematical technique that would make the grade aver-
ages between the sections comparable. Yet, by setting a quota on the
number of students that will be accepted from each section, the Law
Review is effectively stating that the grade point averages are com-
parable.
The system of weighting grades 75070 and the writing competition
25% at least reduces the effect of grade disparity between the sec-
tions while ensuring that all Law Review members are capable of
producing quality work. The Law Review should drop the proposal
to give preference to the top 5% and judge each of the first year
candidates on the same basis.
Lies, Damn Lies,
and Statistics
When the British statesman Disraeli uttered these oft quoted
words, he probably made the same mistaken assumption that most
people make about statistics. Statistics are not facts. Statistics are
mathematical opinions, and are accurate depending on the size of
the sample and the number of variables considered.
Law Review selection butts against an underlying problem com-
mon to all academic rewards dependent on grade point average-
grade disparity. Grade disparity is caused by a large number of
factors including the differences in faculty grading philosophy and
the ability of individual students. Statistics could never be relied
upon to accurately eliminate the problem of grade disparity between
the sections because there are too many variables that can not be iso-
lated. The law school and the Law Review must find a way which
will solve the problem of grade disparity.
The Better
Although faculty and students frequently complain about grade
disparity, no adequate, workable solution has been proposed. While
there is no perfect solution to the problem of grade disparity, one
answer would be to eliminate the coextensive sections. Students
should be randomly distributed in each of the five first year classes.
The random distribution would ensure that no single group of stu-
dents would be "advantaged" or "disadvantaged" by the grading
philosophy of anyone professor or group of professors.
. Some may argue that this proposal would simply bury the prob-
lem by diluting the disparity throughout the first year class. This
argument would be based on the assumption that the singular cause
for grade disparity is the grading philosophy of the professor. If this
be true, then diluting the disparity will not bury the problem but
merely bury the unfairness to the students.
The advantages of this proposal outweigh the disadvantages. The
added administrative burden would be far outweighed by the reduc-
tion in overall complaints and added "fairness" to the student. Law
Review would be relieved of the burden of accounting for disparity.
Other academic awards would be distributed on a more equitable
basis.
Guido Is An Int,ellectual Asset
conducts his class is as high as should be concerned with. By
that of any found at the Law Cen- adding such a highly qualified
ter. In sharing his scholarly individual to our faculty, the
thoughts with us, he provokes a quality of teaching will improve,
great deal of independent think- and consequently the good repu-
ing. He does not try to indoc- tation of our school will be en-
trinate us with his philosophies, hanced,
but rather does precisely what a Finally, not only does Pro-
law school professor is suppose to fessor Guido have the ability to
do: teach and encourage us to help us in our careers, and to
"think like lawyers". improve our school's stature, but
Professor Guido is also invalu- he has the desire to do things. He
able to students and faculty' encourages students to come talk
because of his reputation in the to him, both 'about class probems
national legal community. He has and career questions. His door is
worked professionally with always open. I have known him to
lawyers such as Archibald Cox spend time with students discuss-
and Lloyd Cutler, and has gained ing their first-year moot court
much respect and recognition for briefs.. Furthermore, he spent
his legal skill and judgment. His many hours judging the upper-
reputation has helped me per- class moot court competition, and
sonally in my career, both as far took the time to join the many
as seeking jobs, as well as in my students who attended the final
encounters with lawyers with round last weekend. Clearly, he
whom I have worked during my has an avid interest in the students
jobs. I have no doubt that Pro- as well as in the institution, and I
fessor Guido's numerous contacts sincerely hope that all of you, stu-
and his outstanding reputation dents and faculty, have an oppor-
can help many others pursue their tunity to get to know Professor
career goals. I also believe that his Guido, so that you can gain as
reputation will enhance the Nat- much legal and personal know-
ional Law Center's standing ledge from him as I have.
among law schools; something
which students and faculty alike Juli Bookstein
There is a rumor that Professor
Ken Guido may not be offered a
position on the faculty beyond his
one year term as a visiting pro-
fessor. If this rumor is true, I
strongly believe that both the stu-
dents and the National Law
Center will lose an invaluable
asset. Having been a student of
Professor Guido's last semester in
Individual Rights, and being pres-
ently enrolled in his Consti-
tutional Law Seminar, I feel fully
qualified to share my thoughts
with you.
Professor Guido has been a
constant source of inspiration,
bringing to class his experience as
General Counsel to Common
Cause. He relates personal legal
writings and courtroom practices
to the casebook readings. This
has made my legal education
more than a trip through the Uni-
form Commercial Code or Bitt-
ker's Federal Income Tax. By
showing us how statutes and cases
are actually applied, they become
much more comprehensible, and
therefore, more likely to be
remembered long after the final
exam.
In addition, the intellectual
level at which Professor Guido
Faculty Appointments
To the Editor:
I am writing in response to
certain discussions I have heard
of late concerning faculty ap-
pointments for the upcoming aca-
demicyear.
As I understand the' current
state of affairs, there is in fact one
open teaching position for next
year that has not yet been filled.
As I further understand the situ-
ation, the Faculty Appointments
Committee is inclined tonot recom-
mend Professor Guido for this
position. I would like 'to take this
opportunity to suggest to the
members of the Appointments
Committee, and to the members
welcomed deviation from the situ-
ation in most classrooms. The
subject matter of the course was
covered comprehensively, critical-
ly and was geared toward satisfy-
ing student interest. This again is
something that is often lacking in
other courses.
In short, and in conclusion,
Professor 'Guido is at present a
fine asset to have on the faculty of
the National Law Center. It
would be a disservice to both Pro-
fessor Guido and to ourselves not
to recommend that he be offered
a teaching position for next year.
. Respectfully,
Donald E. Rothman
of the faculty in general, that Pro-
fessor Guido be offered the re-
maining teaching position.
As a student in Professor
Guido's course in Individual
Rights, 1 was very much im-
pressed with his classroom
technique. His experience as a liti-
gator was obvious as he presented
a refreshing change from the
more normal, purely academic
and theoretical approach to con-
stitutional law. Professor Guido
enthusiastically encouraged
student participation and dia-
logue. His rapport with the
students in our class and the en-
joyment he so clearly felt while
leading our class were another
LookingOut For No.1
getting is to "look out for number
one", which is why I find it curi-
ous that Professor Starrs makes
an appeal for students to listen to
his troubles. If a professor is sen-
sitive to his or her students'
needs, students will be sensitive to
the professor's needs. If the
administration cooperates with
students, students will cooperate
with the administration. Howev-
er, if this law school is considered
to be a patriarchal business, then
all three parties will be constantly
at each other's throats. It's about
time that all of us around this law
school begin to think about the
common good of the law school
and the people that compose it.
grade curve is canyon shaped.
It's a rough time for we law
students. Ninety percent of us
have to face the reality that for
the first time in our lives we aren't
in the top ten percent. Most of us
aren't going to end up on Wall
Street, but in suburbia or buried
in some government agency. We
need a school with a better region-
al reputation for turning out con-
sistently good lawyers. Therefore,
the administration's priority
should be to stimulate good
teaching. Instead it appears that
the administration is concerned
with the surface reputation of the
school and many professors are
engrossed in their personal
prestige.
The message we students are
Editor of The Advocate,
The charge of racial prejudice
against Professor Starrs is a seri-
ous matter and should be resolved
promptly. Without a doubt, the
controversy highlights the general
poor student-teacher and student-
administration relationships at
this school.
The apparent attitude of the
administration is to hire law pro-
fessors based upon their creden-
tials .and not by their teaching
ability. 1 suppose this is supposed
to elevate G.W.'s reputation, but
I suspect all it does is make the ca-
talog more impressive. The plain
fact is that some of the law pro-
fessors can't teach or won't
accept feedback from their
students or from the administra-
tion. These professors insist upon
concentrating too much time on
their own area of specialty, aren't
receptive to questions, wander off
the subject matter, and babble on
about esoteric issues instead of
developing tthe black letter law.
The student becomes lost, yet usu-
ally survives by studying Gilberts
and Nutshells. Finally, the
student runs the gauntlet of these
professors' tests. These tests are
impossibly long and the issues are
obscure. The superior students
still do well, but the skew of the
e
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The Women's Bar Association and Georgetown University Law
Students wiIl present a symposium on Women and Economic Issues'
in the Law on March 14, 1981 at the Mayflower Hotel in downtown
Washington. The symposium will be an ail-day event. Nationally
recognized women in the legal profession will present articles on
women's employment, credit and property rights that they have
written especially for this program. The keynote speaker will be Ann
E. Freedman, an associate professor at Rutgers University School of
Law. She will speak on recent legislation and judicial decision that
curtail abortion rights. For further information -and registration
materials call Patty Christian at (202) 347-5550.
/Letter: Tip Of The Iceberg
To the editor: fessors use humiliation as an edu- Yet this current controversy is
This letter, initially, is response cational tool, to harden students hardly surprising. It is of a piece
to the recently publicized charges to the unforgiving and occasion- with the uproar over grading dis-
of racism and general inhumanity ally hostile courtroom environ- parity between sections, selection
leveled against Professor Starrs. I ment; others use it to encourage processes for the I Law Review,
was a research assistant for Prof. ,adequate preparation in subse- and a host of alleged acts of pro-
Starrs from September of 1979 quent classes; some humiliate un- fessorial malpractice. These issues
through October of 1980. During consciously; some because they are symptomatic of this school's
that time I met with him an aver- are subject to private pressures we intellectual and spiritual debility.
age of at least once a week. Our can only guess at; and a few may Academic and ethical policies are
conversations gradually evolved enjoy it. Even if Prof. Starrs is of a matter of confusion, rumour,
from the stage of impersonal the final category his behaviour is and adhoc application. Problems
business to one of friendly discus- hardly unique, and at best indi- such as the one now plaguing
sion, as our relationship evolved cates administrative counseling or Prof. Starrs, and others equally
accordingly. Our talks were discipline are indicated. My own serious, will recur so long as an
almost always private, in his guess is that the unknown environment favorable to them
office. I know he came to regard students have suffered from Prof. continues.
me as discreet, for he has made Starrs' unwillingness to diverge That environment exists partly
remarks to me which, while far from his own train of thought, because law students, unlike un-
from scandalous, were obviously and have been dealth with dergraduates, are primarily ori-
confidential. peremptorily and perhaps rudely. ented to the world outside the
I was aware of Prof. Starrs' Whether the degree of injury they school. We seem to be here
alleged racism when I applied for felt is traceable more to Prof. mainly to get jobs, rather than an
the position. I applied nonetheless Starrs or to their own neuroses is education, and we're only con-
out of a feeling that no man open to question; their evident cerned about the integrity with
should be unjustly discriminated fear of retribution may tip the which that education is admin-
against, and that injustice can ori- scale either way, according to the istered to the extent that it affects
ginate from slanderous accusa- reader's own perceptions. lour ability to get those jobs.
tion as well as color of skin. My believe they have overreacted, or Though I disagree with that atti-
awareness of the allegations made misreacted, and that their person- tude, I understand it. What I do
me alert for substantiation, as I al psychologies caused them to not understand is the failure of
felt I could not continue to work bleed badly enough that they were the faculty and administration to
for the man were the charges true. willing to leap to a public attack appreciate the interdependence of
Had he made a single overtly once they saw an opening. I also attitude and reputation, the rela-
racist remark to me during the 14 believe this was a grievous tionship between self image and
months we associated, it would blunder,discrediting the authors how one is perceived by others.
have had a forceful impact on me. far more than their target. A dis- A school that treats its students
I never found that substanti- cussion with the deans might have poorly will be treated poorly by
ation. I came to like and respect been understandable, but not with them. A school that fails to instill
Prof. Starrs. I found his worst the entire law school. a feeling of pride and gratitude in
qualities to be an occasional On that topic, my final note is its graduates will never reap the
brusqueness or impatience in addressed to the administration financial and reputational bene-
dealing with others, traits which of this law school, wherever it 'fits such feelings produce. A
experience have shown me are an may be found. This is your, school which tolerates intellectual
occupational disease in D.C. It is problem. Had those black' and ethical flaws in its academic
my opinion, based on more evi- students back in 1973 been able to practices will find those flaws un-
dence than is available to the seek some sort of relief or review, erringly reflected 'in its academic
average reader, that Prof. Starrs this situation would not exist. stature. A school which does not
is not a racist to even the slightest Had the administration not reach for excellence will never
degree. started quietly and routinely achieve it. These are self-evident
Due to the pressures we operate transferring minority students out truths, but the message they carry
under as law students, each of us of Prof. Starrs' classes, this situ- has yet to be acted on here. I hope
carries around a bundle of neu- ation would not exist. Had the this situation does not continue
roses connected with that status- administration taken prompt indefinitely, for an institutional
fears, suspicions, gloomy certain- action once the issue came into motto of "Good Enough" can ea-
ties. This is not only understand- the open, some of these charges sily become an epitaph.
able but healthy, since neuroses need not have 'become public
help us cope in a difficult and without first being investigated.
often frustrating environment.
Most of us have the intelligence
and dignity to keep these feelings
essentially private. A few do not.
I am referring now, not to the
charges of racism against Prof.
Starrs, but to the amazing un-
signed letter which appeared in
the last Advocate. We need no
longer speculate as to the fate of
Idi Amin; he is alive and passing
for white at our law school, if that
letter is regarded seriously.
I have never taken a class from
Prof. Starrs. I have, however,
seen students publically humil-
iated by almost every professor I
have had as a teacher. Some pro-
James A. Cairns
Memorial To Dean
Admiral Oswald S. Colclough died on Monday, January 26th. A
1935 graduate of this school, he had served the University successively
as Dean of the Law School, Dean of Faculties (now Provost), and
Acting President, in the years, 1949-1965. He was weIl and affection-
ately remembered by all who worked with him during his period of ac-
tive service at the University.
At the February 20 meeting of the faculty, the following resolution,
drafted and presented by Professor Weaver, was unanimously adopted:
BE IT RESOLVED, that the Faculty of the National Law Center
hereby expresses to Mrs. Oswald S. Colclough and to the other mem-
bers of her family, our sympathy, our own sense of loss, and our warm
appreciation for the life of Admiral Colclough and his many contribu-
tions to the Law School, to the University, to the nation, and to count-
less individuals with whom he came into contact.
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Pre -Registration
Counseling
by Teresa Schwartz
Members of the law school faculty will hold a series of pre-regis-
tration counseling sessions to help students make their course selec-
tion ,for next fall and spring semesters. Second-year students will
pre-register for courses on March 12 and 13, and first-year students
will pre-register after spring vacation on April I and 2.
The counseling sessions by faculty members, which will begin on
Thursday, March 5, aredesigned to assist both first-and second-year
students in planning their law school programs. Overview sessions
are scheduled for Monday, March 9 in both the afternoon and even-
ing, and a general session on the clinical programs is scheduled for
Wednesday, March II.Other sessions will focus on subject areas of
the law.
, PRE-REGISTRATION
PROGRAMS AND COUNSELING, March 5-11
TIME/ROOM* PROFESSOR SUBJECT
• Unless otherwise indicated, rooms are in Stockton Hall.
Environmental Law
Stevenson Corpora tel In ter-
national
Business Law
Thursday.March 5
4:00-5:00 p.rn.
Room 303
Thursday, March 5
4:00-5:00 p.m.
Room 201
Friday, March 6
12:00-1:00 p.m.
Room 101
Monday, March 9
1:00-2:00 p.m.
Room 303
Monday, March 9
4:00-5:00 p.m.
Room 304
Chandler Computer
Law/Law and
Science
8:00-9:00 p.m.
Room 101
Tuesday, March 10
12:00-1:00 p.m.
Room 101
Tuesday, March 10
I :00-2:00 p.m.
Room 303
Tuesday, March 10
5:00-5:40 p.m.
Room 202
Tuesday, March 10
5:00-5:40 p.m.
303C Bacon
Wednesday, March II
8:00-9:00 p.m.
Room 202
Wednesday, March II
3:15-4:15 p.m.
Room 201
Wednesday, March II
4:00-5:00 p.m.
Room 304
Wednesday, March II
5:00-5:40 p.m.
Room 201
Wednesday, March II
8:30-9:30 p.m,
Room 201
Solomon Tax/Estate Plan-
ning
Pock,
Stevenson
General Overview
Sessions
(preparing for the
bar and a general
approach to course
selection)
Same Same
Brown Land Use Manage-
ment and Control
Merrifield Labor Law
Nash Government Con-
tracts
Starrs Advanced criminal
procedure/
Crime Lab
Kay ton Patent Law
Ra ven- Hansen
Schwartz
Administrative Law
Rothschild,
Sirulnik
Overview - Clinical
Programs
(community" legal
clinic, consumer
clinic, students in
court)
Mallison I n t e r
national/Comparative
Law
Cheh Corporate Law and
General
Counseling
Page (our
Faculty Votes Justice Burger Honorary Degree
the proposal. Dean Barrow expressed con- has accepted an offer of appoint- sen ted a favorable report recom-
by Will Schladt Professor Kay ton stated that cern over the proliferation of ment to the regular tenure-track mending the appointment of Patti
the issue of the actions of the moot court competitions and, in faculty. Saris to the regular, tenure-track
Chief Justice in connection with particular, expressed doubts as to Professor Albert has received faculty. Randy Selig, speaking on
Monroe Friedman has nothing to whether these competitions are an offer from the University of behalf of the students on the
do with the issue of confering an sufficiently competitive. The Hawaii to serve as a Visiting Pro- Appointments Committee, said
honorary degree. The whole point possibility exists that students, by fessor for the 1981-1982 term and that he was very enthusiastic
of confering an honorary degree virtue of being the only persons is contemplating a leave of ab- about Ms. Saris' appointment
is to enhance the school's repu- interested, can designate them- sence for that period. These and that she seemed to be a very
tation and financial condition, selves as the law school team events, said Dean Barron, painted special person whose legislative
according to the professor. The without the quality control of the following appointments pic- experience added an unusual
faculty then voted overwhelming faculty supervision and without ture: if Professor Albert decides dimension to her other talents.
in favor of the proposal. having been competitively tested. 'to seek a leave of absence, then Professor Schechter added that
New Patent Law Course Professor Chandler placated this four faculty positions will need to Ms. Saris was a law school c1ass-
The faculty voted to add to the concern with respect to the Jessup be filled; if he does not, only three mate of his and that she was well
Patent and Trade Regulation Law competition by indicating that, positions will be open. Given the known as a person of outstanding
Program on a provisional basis a given ~he large numb.er of stu- acceptances by Ms. Zubrow and ability and great personality.
two-credit course entitled Fraud dents In the InternatlO~al Law Professor Pinto, only one and Tenured faculty then met In
. Patent Practice. The course Society and now that credit would possibly two positions thus executive session to decide whet-
will be offered with a requirement ~e awarded,. many students are remain available. her or not to make Ms. Saris an
of two prerequisites, namely, Pat- likely to participate. Professor Zenoff then pre- offer.
ent Law 359 and Patent Office Summer Faculty
Practice 362. Professor Kay ton, Two professors were unani-
Director of the Patent Law Pro- mously approved for appoint-
.gram, stated that the subject ment to teach courses this sum-
matter in the course "has become mer. John F. Witherspoon was
of overriding concern to the prac- appointed to teach Advanced
titioner.' He has spent years . Topics in Patent Law in the
developing the material and is . second summer session.
now satisfied that they are ready Professor John Adams of the
for use. University of Kent at Canterbury
Credit for Jessup was appointed to teach two cour-
Moot Court Competition ses during the summer session- .
Participants in the Jessup Inter- Sales and Legal History. Pro-
national Law Moot Court fessor Adams is a British law pro-
Competition will now be eligible fessor who has taught at the
to receive one hour of credit for University of Sheffield as well as
satisfactory participation (accord- the University of Kent. Professor
ing to the standards of and super- Chandler stated that Professor
vision by Professor Chandler) in Adams had an extensive back-
the intra-school competition and ground in legal history and would
an additional hour of credit if add a different and refreshing
named as members or alternates viewpoint to the faculty.
to the Law center's team and FacuIty Appointments
participate in the inter-school Professor Zenoff presented a
competition. The Jessup cornpe- report of the Appointments
titian is the fourth moot court. Committee. Two professors have
competition on campus that gives accepted offers from the school.
credit for participation. The other Professor Arthur Pinto has
three competitions include Van accepted an offerto serve as Visit-
Vleck, Wagner, and Patent ing Professor here during the
competitions. 1981-1982 term. Ms. Luis Zubrow
Chief Justice Warren Earl
Burger will be awarded an honor-
ary degree at the May commence-
ment exercises. The Chief Justice
has agreed to serve as the NLC's
commencement speaker this year,
and the Dean's council thought it
appropriate and proper to confer
an honorary degree upon him at
that time. An honorary degree,
Dean Barron explained, acknow-
ledges that the Chief Justice's
agreement to speak bestows an
honor on our school and, at the
same time, reflects our respect for
his high office. After some
discussion, the faculty, at its last
meeting, voted to confer an
honorary degree upon the Chief
Justice.
The proposal generated some
pointed and some frivol~us
discussion. SBA representative
Michael Ginsberg stated that
while he had little respect for
Chief Justice Burger's scholarship
and beliefs, he was not opposed to
confering the honorary degree out
of respect for his high office. Pro-
fessor Lowther spoke much hars-
her words about the Chief Jus-
tice. In his mind, the Chief Justice
"on balance, has the qualities of a
good reform-minded docket
clerk ...
Professor Lowther was particu-
larly concerned with an incident
that occured a number of years
ago in connection with an article
and speech by former NLC Pro-
fessor Monroe Friedman. Accor-
ding to Professor Lowther, the
Chief Justice tried to have Pro-
fessor Friedman fired and dis-
barred. Professor Lowther
asserted that Monroe Friedman
had engaged in "just the sort of
incise probing that this law school
ought to be proud of," Professor
Lowther stated that he opposed
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* STRASBOURG, FRANCE
Emphasis on International Human
Rights. Public International Law
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around the world. Affiliated with
International Institute ot Human
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National and International Control
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Books & Things:
Library Notes
by Brian Dixon
The Library's brown bag lunch
time workshops begin this week.
Seating will be limited, so if you
are interested in attending, be
sure to sign up at the third floor
desk. If sufficient interest exists
among night students, the Library
will be happy to arrange some
workshops after night classes.
The Spring schedule of work-
. shops is as follows:
March 3, 12:30 p.m,
Component's of Legislative His-
tory, the Legislative Process,
Statutory Construction (Brian
Dixon)
March 4, 12:30 p.m,
Compiling
Retrospective Legislative
Histories (Brian Dixon)
March 5, 12:30 p.m.
Current Legislative Tracking
(Joseph Meringolo, Legislative
Librarian, Morgan, Lewis +
Bockius)
March 10, 1:00 p.m,
Repeat of March 3 session (Brian
Dixon)
March 11, 1:00 p.m,
Repeat of March 4 session (Jim
Heller, Chief Librarian, Civil
Division, U.S. Department of
Justice)
MarchJ2,l:00p.m.
Repeat of March 5 session (Kathy
Larson, Legislative Librarian,
U.S. Department of Justice)
March 17, 12:00 p.m,
Understanding Labor Law with
BNA (Mr. Joseph Wright,
BNA)
March 18, 1:00 p.m,
English Legal Research I (Mr.
Robert Bidwell, Associate Law
Librarian)
March 19, 1:00 p.m.
English Legal Research II (Mr.
Robert Bidwell)
March 31, 1;00 p.m,
Researching Antitrust Law (Ms.
Susan Hunchar, Chief Librar-
ian, Antitrust Division, U.S.
Department of Justice)
April 1, 1:00 p.m,
Environmental and Energy Law
with BNA (Mr. Joseph
Wright, BNA)
April 2, 1:00 p.m.
Business and Economics Sources
for Lawyers (Ms. Sue Hend-
sey, Director, FTC Library)
April7,l:00p.m.
Researching D.C. Law (Brian
Dixon)
AprilS, 12;0{}p.m,
Tax Research with BNA (Mr. Joe
Wright, BNA)
AptiI9,l:00p.m.
Basic Tax Research: An Overview
(Ms. Pat Mcdermott, IRS Li-
brary)
All workshops to be held in
North Seminar Room, 4th floor
-library.
Unfortunately, the number of
students who have overdue Li-
brary materials has reached crisis
proportions. As books can be
very easily renewed, no excuse
exists for returning them
egregiously late. Out of despera-
tion, we might begin publishing
the names of the offenders in the
next issue of the ADVOCATE.
Two free research aids are
available at the third floor desk:
. the new LEXIS handbook and
Research in Federal Taxation.
*HONGKONG
Commercial focus for China and
Southeast Asia. Courses include Law
of PRC, Financing and Taxation of
International Transactions. Intern-
ship possibilities .
Director, Summer Overseas Programs
School of Law
University of Santa Clara
Santa Clara. CA 95053
To reserve your place, please include $50.00 deposit for Strasbourg, Tokyo and Hong .'
Kong; $100.00 for Oxford.
* TOKYO, JAPAN
Emphasis on U.S.-Japanese Trade.
Courses in Japanese Legal System,
Economic Entry to Japan, Regulation
of U.S.-Japanese Trade. Internships
available with Japanese Law Firms
and Corporate Law Departments.
* OXFORD, ENGLAND
Students live in 15th Century Oxford
College and are taught by Oxford
Professors in Oxford Tutorial
Method. Course offerings include
Jurisprudence, EEC Law. Legal His-
'\ dory, Computers and •the Law and
• various Comparative Courses.
. For further information. write:
•
Alternative
Business Systems
at
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Letter: First Year· Moot Court Competitil!n
After one round of the Van helping the students overcome the tation meeting turned off a large became increasingly frustrating, I think that it is important to
Vleck first year Moot Court many pitfalls which novice advo- number of students. Of the ap- and also led to a number of teams point out that the Board obvi-
competition, I have several obser- cates repeatedly fall prey to. I proximately two hundred needlessly losing points. Third, ously expended a great deal of
vations and comments which I strongly feel that the Moot Court students who came to this some participants have com- time and effort in obtaining a
would like to share. On the whole, experience, like so many other meeting, only seventy-two even- mented that Board members number of qualified and inter-
I think that the Moot Court clinical programs here at the Na- tually signed up. Instead of stress- made them turn in their briefs ested judges to preside at the oral
experience is a beneficial endeav- tional Law Center, is an inval- ing the many positive experiences several hours before the 6 pm arguments. The Board also
or, and I hope that more students uable aid in improving the law to be gained from Moot Court, I deadline simply because the undoubtedly did more behind the
will take further advantage of it in students' abilities to commun- the Board curiously emphasized Board member wanted to close scenes work than I am giving
the future, perhaps in the upper icate, and this practice will un- that by doing well in the competi- the office early. them credit for. I hope that these
class competition. Still, I found doubtedly help in any future tion, we could become Moot Finally, a number of teams and all future Moot Court Board
several problems which, unfor- career. Court Board members just like have complained about the appar- members will remember, though,
tunately, have detracted from the Looking back, the time invest- them. For those who chose to ent inequity of the grading thata little basic communication
overall enjoyment of the competi- ment in Moot Court has not been enter the competition anyway, no system. Though most teams do and consideration for the first
tion, terribly taxing. Moreover, the Board members were available to not have their hearts set on win- year students involved.-who have
In general, my own partici- opportunity to meet other stu- answer questions during the sign- ning the competition, they would put in the time and effort to make
pation in Moot Court has been a dents, and practice oral advocacy up period, and in fact the sign-up like to be fairly graded. Unfor- the Van Vleck Moot Court
very positive experience. In a law skills, has proved to be personally sheets ran out, causing confusion. tunately, the halls of law school competition so successful-will
school environment which, for rewarding. Nevertheless, many Second, most participants are haunted with the spirits of go a long way toward making
. the most part; lacks any subs tan- problems-generally of comm- found it almost impossible to find unequal and arbitrary grading, Moot Court a positive and enrich-
tial form of feedback, the con- unication-do exist in the first Board members in their office in and consistent grading by eight- ing experience for all concerned.
structive criticisms by the judges year Moot Court program. My order to clarify the rules of the een different sets of judges is
after the oral arguments were a most vocal complaints are competition, or to answer probably too much to ask for.
refreshing change. The judges' directed toward the Moot Court questions. It seems tome that the
comments covered both the Board members, and their appar- Board members could have
written briefs and oral presenta- ent lack of concern for the first posted office hours, or at least
tions of all counsel. Their ciiti- year participants. First, the listed a phone number to call in
cism was insightful and frank; pompous attitude of the Board case any problems arose. The
they acted sincerely interested in members during the initial orien- inability to find Board members
Dennis Le Vine
Guest Editorial
Above all else Ken Guido is a teacher. In fact, he is a superb
teacher. The reason for this may be found in his compassion, his
clarity of thought and his persistance in questioning the law. The
rub is that though rare and impressive, these qualities are not easily
exploited for the purpose of convincing a faculty selection commit-
tee. They lack the salinity of having one's name on the front 'of a
casebook. To find them one must actually go into the classroom and
be attentive. Was Ken Guido allowed such observation? If yes, then
members of the Faculty Selection Committee need only say so at the
next faculty meeting. If no, then obvious unfairness is afoot and the
faculty should set to rectifying the procedure of review with respect
to Guido. Let the members of the Selection Committee be closely
questioned.
Nimious reservation and the poison of personal prejudice should
be abandoned by Members of the Faculty.you have before youa de-
. cision of extreme consequence for the life of a man who iswidely re-
spected and appreciated as a teacher and individual. At the very
least, exten~ to him fair judgement. More boldly, request his return.
Clinical Program Aids Community
The Community Legal Clinic
of the National Law Center will
conduct an informational meeting
for all students who wish to apply
or pre-register for the clinic's
programs for the 1981-82
academic year. The meeting will
be held on Thursday, March 5 at
5 p.m. in Room 101 of Stockton
Hall.
The Community Legal Clinic
operates three basic programs
which allow, students to gain
actual legal experience practicing
before D.C. Courts, Immigration
and Naturalization Service and
various administrative agencies.
The Litigation program is open
only to third year students who
are eligible for certification to
limited law student practice under
the rules of the D.C. Court of
Appeals. The Litigation program
has two components: Civil and
Criminal.
The Civil Litigation program is
operated directly by the Com-
munity Legal Clinic. Under the
supervision of the clinic's staff
attorneys.va select group of 3rd
year students will represent in-
digent clients before the Civil
Division, Small Claims and Land-
lord and Tenant Branches, and
the Family Division of the
Superior Court of D.C. Civil Liti-
gation students also may have an
opportunity to represent clients
before the Court of Appeals.
The Criminal Litigation
program, open to third year
students, is an internship with the
United States Attorney for the
District of Columbia. Through
this program, under the super-
vision of Assistant U.S. At-
torneys, students gain experience
prosecuting defendants in the
Misdemeanor Branch of the
Superior Court's Criminal
Division. Students selected for
this program will be required to
enroll in Criminal Practice
Seminar (Law 479) for the fall 81
semester.
The Civil and Criminal
Litigation programs have a
restricted enrollment. Both
programs also require a full
academic year commitment by the
students who are selected to
participate.
The Litigation programs are
demanding . and the selection
process will be rather competitive.
Members of the Class of '82 who
wish to apply for these programs
are strongly encouraged to attend
the informational meetings on
March 5th and 9th. Only students
selected by the clinic staff will be
allowed to pre-register for these
programs.
The Immigration Practice
Clinic enables students to
represent persons in the metro-
politan Washington, D.C. area
before the Immigration and
Naturalization Service at ex-
clusion, deportation hearings and
appeals before the Board of
Immigration Appeals, Regional
Commissioner and U.S. Court of
Appeals. This. clinic is open to
second and third year students
and limited to a total of ten
students each semester. Students
taking the Immigration Clinic
during the fall semester must pre-
register for Immigration Law
(Law 586).
The Administrative Advocates
program, which is also operated
directly by the Community Lega
Clinic, is open both to second and
third year students. Unlike the
Litigation Clinic, the Adminis-
trative Practice Clinic requires
only a one semester commitment
by students. Although students
are encouraged to register for two
semesters in the Administrative
Advocates program, they can pre-
register for either the fall 81 or
spring 82 semester.
The administrative Practice
Clinic has a limited enrollment
but does not employ a selection
process. The clinic staff can
usually accommodate the number
of students who enroll. The
Administrative Clinic provides
students the chance to represent
clients throughout administrative
proceedings including hearings
and appeals before various local
and federal agencies ..
Students who wish to apply or
pre-register for the CLC
programs and who cannot attend
the informational meeting can get
applications and more infor-
mation by visiting the clinic's
office located in Room 101 of
Bacon Hall. Applications for
Civil and Criminal Litigation and
the Immigration program must be
submitted to the clinic office by. ~ ,.-' :~,~ ,',:.........•j .•~:.~',".:'.).>':,.:'';., -. -. ';'C:',:.:.:>:" ...', c, .. ,_.j.,.·.u.:'>·_'.U-,.-~-::;',·, .:;·:.·.:'C·~V.·'•••'_'. -.,ox;,' '.
noon Monday, March 9th. A
schedule of interviews will be
posted on Monday evening; and
interview will be conducted on
Tuesday and Wednesday, the 10th
and l lth, A list of selected appli-
cants will be posted Thursday,
March 12 in advance of pre-
. registration.
OurS4°
Suite Rate Is
VeryN-.
If-you have family or friends coming
to town for the weekend, make them feel
right.at home in a luxury suite. Only $40/
night for up to four.
Call one of our small channing hotels.
Both are located between Georgetown, the
Kennedy Center, historic sites and
shopping.
OFFER VALID FOR WEEKEND OF MAY 22, 23, 24, 25.
Advance reservatIons required.
Potomac ·HotelGroUp
..
One Washington Circle Hotel
One Washington Circle, N.W.,
Washington, D.C.
(202) 872-1680
The River Inn
924 Twenty-Fifth Street, N.W.,
Washington, D.C.
(202t337-7600
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BALSACelebrates With Dixon
by Carla Friend
On Monday, February 22, the
BALSA chapter of the National
Law Center, sponsored an
evening program in celebration of
Black History Month. The
featured speaker for the program
was Arrington Dixon, Chair-
person of the District of
Columbia Council, and a 1972
graduate of the N.L.C.
Council Dixon spent a few
moments reminiscing about his
law school experiences, including
the efforts made by Black
students, at that time, to promote
the recruitment' and hiring of
Black faculty (still a vital issue at
the law school). The major
portion of his remarks, however,
emphasized a two-fold responsi-
bility which he feels Black
students have as future
professionals.
The first responsibility is to
conscientiously work towards the
attainment of the highest possible
level of legal knowledge and com-
petency. This means, he stressed,
that the student may sometimes
be forced to make a choice
between academics and activism
during his/hers law school years.
The second responsibility the
student has is to apply that legal
knowledge and competency
toward the economic and political
development of the Black
community. The channel of
participation one chooses is unim-
portant - be it public service,
governmental, or business - what
is important, he stated, is that
Blacks begin to use more "sophis-
ticated" techniques in obtaining
their economic/political ob-
jectives. Finally, Councilman
Dixon cautioned the students not
.to feel that they are "exceptions,"
for "as long as any Black people
are struggling, we are all
struggling. "
The program opened with a
reading by Clarence Norman of
Lerone Bennett's moving essay on
Black History, "Listen To The
Blood," and closed with a
question and answer period
followed by refreshments and
informal discussions with
Councilman Dixon.
View From Behind The Interview Desk
by Ginny Cornell
Sweaty palms, butterflies in the
stomach and tongues tied in knots '
are common afflictions : of inter-
viewees and, surprisingly, some-
times interviewers. Interviewing
well is an art. It is a skill not an in-
nate aptitude. Fortunately it is a
skill you can develop. One way to
perfect it is to talk to people who
do it, another is to observe it and
yet another is to actually try it
from both sides of the desk.
To help you hone your inter-
view techniques, the Placement
Office will present a panel and a
movie on interviewing. Also you
will be given an opportunity to do
videotaped role play interviews.
Panel: March 9th, 3:00 in
Stockton 101 on "How Legal
Employers Make Hiring Decis-
ions." People in hiring positions
in various types of organizations
ranging from a large firm to a
public interest group will discuss
their views on what makes an
interview successful. Also they
will address issues of what em-
ployers look for and what intern-
al hiring procedures they follow.
Movie: March 10th, 4:00 in
stockton 304 called "Interviews".
This is an excellent and humorous
film on the do's and don'ts of in-
terviewing.
Videotaped Interviews: The
week of March 16-20, from 1:00
to 5:00 (in half hour time slots),
Bacon 404B, students will be
given an opportunity to do role'
play interviews which will be
videotaped, played back and criti-
qued. You must sign up in the
Placement Office for both a time
slot as an interviewer and inter-
viewee. When you sign up you
will be given a handout of mater-
ials on interviewing and details of
the exact procedure for the video
interviews.
We strongly urge you to partici-
pate in all three of these pro-
grams.
The loneliness of. Being a "TTY
by E.J. Reich
I'm fondly known as TTY to
my intimates-a telephone type-
-writer to my more distant
acquaintances. Sadly enough, few
people at all in the National Law
Center know me even by that
formality. I moved here from
Gallaudet so I could help the
handicapped. Even though I knew
I'd miss my friends there, in my
heart I knew I would be happier
at the NLC. I knew it might be
hard at first, but they didn't have
anyone else like me, so I knew I
would be useful. In the beginning,
it was heaven on earth. To hear
my value praised by administra-
tors and university bureaucrats
gave meaning and purpose to my
life.
Ah, for those days of inno-
cence. I have been broken now for
more than three years. Though
my praises are still sung in prin- .
ciple, my life is all but worthless.
What is the point of existing if the
people who need me can't use me?
I'm depressed. Inactivity makes
me sarcastic. I want to be fixed.
I really don't think it would
cost very much to fix me, but no
one's even tried. What's worse,
no one will claim responsibility
for me! I admit without shame,
my parentage is vague. I came to
the NLC more than four years
ago and know not my creators.
Neither the legal aid clinic nor the
consumer clinic want me now.
Previously interested professors
disclaim responsibility for me.
Even the telephone company dis-
owns me. Therefore, I consider
myself a proper ward of the law
school. I ask you, where is
paternalism when you need it?
It's not that people aren't nice
about my plight. Everybody pats
my dusty paint and murmurs with
concern. This is at ,least tempor-
arily cheering. But I think the
problem is what is called "passing
the buck." A chain of events re-
cently ocurred that leads me to
this conclusion. A stranger to my
administrative friends noticed my
dysfunction. (I have been resting
in my increasingly peevish state in
the SBA office.) This pleasant
young man asked the outgoing
SBA president how to get me
fixed. He was directed to Ms.
Porter (who is in charge of dis-
bursement), who directed him to
Mr. Banzhaf (who brought me
here in the first place), who direc-
ted him to Ms. Donnels (who
works for the University Disabled
Students Services), who directed
him to Ms. Phelps (who works in
the EEO office), who directed
him to Ms. Porter (who we now
know is in charge of' disburse-
ment). The fellow felt a little frus-
trated. I felt so encouraged by all
his effort, I decided to go public
and speak for myself: I want to be
fixed so that both the NLC and I
will not be in danger of violating
Federal law, and so that the few
who need me can use me.
Federal law? Yes, I did say
that. For a long time now I have
done what's been expected of me;
I've been meek and quiet. But
thoughI may be broken, I'm not
dead yet! I have been left in a law.
school all these years, and I've
learned a few things. At this
point, I would just like to assert
my rights ... I always believe in
giving the other guy a chance be-
fore I get tough. There is a law
that says I should be fixed: Sec-
tion 504 of the Rehabilitation Act
of 1973, 45 CFR 84, Subpart E
(1979). I've been listening around
too. I understand that some
people around here think that
having another TTY in the Mar-
vin Center is sufficient. It's not.
This law says that "each recipi-
ent" must be in compliance with
the regulations, (defined at §
84.3(f) as " ... any public or pri-
vate agency, institution, organiza-
tion or other entity ... to which
Federal financial assistance is ex-
tended directly or through an-
other recipient, Including any
successor, assignee, or transferee
of a recipient ... "). The Univer-
sity is a recipient and the NLC is a
transferee, thus bound to comply.
I am proud to be at the NLC;
for those who don't know, the
National Law Center is one of the
few schools in the country that
has a legal clinic for the deaf. This
active commitment to the handi-
capped does, of course, make my
own inactivity even more perplex-
ing. But it is this very commit-
ment that I can point to with pride
and which encourages me to
perservere. It has been lonely at
the NLC. The passing of time
does not seem to be making it any
easier. My paper is yellowing and
I'm slipping into anonymity. I ask
you in the name of personal integ-
rity-please don't ignore me any-
more.
EPILOGUE:
I'm tickled pink! Over the week-
end some nice boys took upon
themselves to fix me. A new coup-
ler, transported surreptitiously
from the Gallaudet clinic, has me
purring like new, saving the ad-
ministration the trouble.- TTY
Law Students In Court
Relieve Tedium
by John Lambert
f Unfortunately, unless you are
one of the innumerable on the
Law Review who received either a
complete free ride or a great deal
of financial help, the third year of.
law school is a colossal rip-off
and a super-colossal bore. For the
price of two semesters and a very
annoying $25. graduation fee
(even if one does not plan to
attend the ceremony), the third
year law student gets a number of
dull courses which are to a large
extent a repetition of courses seen
previously. Very little fresh
ground is covered in third year.
The year is boring because the
third year student usually has the
system down well enough that in-
credibly little work is needed to
get by. Further, one's third year
grades, for most people, are
totally inconsequential and all
one need do is get by. After
October, the situation rapidly be-
comes one of time killing.
Fortunately, GW offers an es-
cape from this drudgery and a
better return on one's tuition
dollar with the Law Students in
Court Program. I have partici-
pated in the Criminal Division for
the past semester and a half and
found the means to break out of
the pervasive ennui which affects
my roommates, friends in third
year and myself at times. How
often does one get a chance to
spring a hooker at arraignment
and then troop around Thomas
Circle and the Fourteenth Street
corridor looking for her to make
sure she makes her trial date?
How could anyone resist that sort
of fun?
Law Students in Court is a
Program in which third year law
students are permitted by the
D.C. Court of Appeals to appear
in the D.C. Superior Court on
behalf of indigent clients (and
poor people too). The law student
is accompanied by a supervisor
during any adversarial
proceeding, in hopes of miti-
gating the possible damage he or
she could cause, but otherwise the
law student conducts the
proceedings entirely on his/her
own. I am unfamiliar with how
this works on the Civil side of the
program, but for the Criminal
students this means all aspects of
the defense are conducted by the
student: arraignment, discovery,
status hearing, voir dire, all trial'
proceedings, sentencings, parole
revocations, etc. Everything. The
program offers the third year
student the exceptional oppor-
tunity to argue in front of a jury
before he graduates.
The chance is exceptional for a
couple of reasons. Very few law
students graduate with this type
of experience, let alone gain this
type' of experience. with the
quality of supervision with which
it will be done. This experience is
an asset to certain employers.
The program also gives the
third year student a better insight
into whether he or she would like
to be a litigator. Even though the
experience here is in criminal law ,
(the knowledge of which won't
hurt anyone), the experience itself
should translate to other types of
litigation; i.e, civil, admin-
istrative, corporate, etc. First
there is the pressure attendant to
these proceedings and something
to which I would imagine any
litigator must acclimate himself.
You also get the chance to work
with facts and mold them to legal
concepts for the first time and
find out in a more meaningful
way what is required for a suc-
cessful cause of action, or
criminal charge.
Finally and most significantly,
the program is exceptional be-
cause it really begins to raise one's
knowledge of the law of evidence
to the barest levels of compe-
tency. It is not just a cliche that
one must be able to back up
objections (or even make the
objections) in a split second. You
simply have to. This program'
takes the rudiments laid down in
class and expands upon them so I
that by the time one graduates,
one is less of a novice in this
critical area.
For those who have not yet be-
come thoroughly jaundiced by
this law school process, the
Program also offers the third year
student the chance to walk home
smugly self-satisfied, with one's
guilt feelings slightly abated by
the knowledge that one of the
"needy" has truly been helped by
your efforts. The cynical may
walk home happy realizing that
he has gained considerably from
his efforts in terms of personal
knowledge and that co-
incidentally someone who needed
a break has benefited from your
efforts. Take your pick.
There are a number of other
affirmative benefits which may be
gained by participation in this
program. Broadly, they may
probably be summarized in the
idea that finally one gets the
chance to work as an attorney in a
meaningful situation. The
significance of this feeling is en-
hanced when one thinks of the
third year of law school spent
without this program or
something similar. Not to down-
play the importance of classes and
scholarship, but by third year
classes are very old hat, no one
goes prepared (check out any
Remedies class), and very little is
demanded intellectually.
I would urge anyone who
thinks they might like to litigate at
some point in their professional
career to look over the Law
Students in Court Program. If it
develops that you don't thrive
amidst the adversarial process
you'll at least have an inkling of
this awareness before you accept
your first position. If you do like
to litigate you stand a chance of
gaining a significant advantage.
HAVE GRADES BEEN A
DOWNER FOR YOUH
MAYBE WE CAN HELP. THE
STUDENT INfORMATION
CENTER. COME SEE US IN
STOCkTON HALL IN B-04,
DIRECTLY ACROSS FROM
THE STUDENT LOUNGE.
DID YOU KNOW THAT 50%
OF ALL PRACTICING AT-
TORNEYS GRADUATED IN
THE BOTTOM HALF OF
THEIR ClASSl encourage-
ment compliments of the
student information center.
Sirulnik On Sensimilla: Dope & The Law
opportunity to witness the oral
argument, well remember Sirul-
The Tuesday afternoon Faculty nik's spirited but ultimately
Speaker Series recently hosted unsuccessful constitutional argu-
Professor Eric Sirulnik on the ment that the paraquat spraying
topic of "The Sensimilla Strike program offended the due process
Force: Marijuana and the clause and violated the ban on
Government." Sirulnik, Pro- cruel and unusual punishment
fessor of Criminal Law, Director because, in order to "protect" the
of Clinical Programs, and Senior health and welfare of pot-
Counsel for the National Or- smokers, it subjected them to
ganization for the Reform of harm far beyond that which
Marijuana Laws (NORML) Legal would have resulted from mari-
Board is a recognized expert on juana smoking itself.
the subject of marijuana law. However, the cause was not
Marijuana has come a long way without its positive aspects for
from the days when its use was marijuana users, as it also held
restricted to the very upper and that the spraying program fell
lower echelons of society. Today, under the National Environ-
marijuana is middle class. The mental Policy Act (NEPA) and
U.S. government estimates that thus required preparation of an
over 43,000,000 Americans have environmental impact statement.
indulged in the illicit weed at least The government is presently
once. Ten states have decri- appealing a subsequent District
minalized the private possession Court decision ruling the impact
for personal use of small quan- statement prepared in response to
tities of marijuana-nine legis- this holding to be "inadequate."
latively and one judicially. Another important NORML
Despite these statistics, however, victory consisted of a pair of sue-
controversy over pot smoking cessful legal attacks on the ad-
continues. Many states retain ministrative procedure whereby
strict marijuana laws on the the U.S. Attorney General, pur-
books and routinely sentence con- suant to the Controlled Sub-
victed users to stiff terms of up to stances Act and on the recom-
a decade or more. Locally, as mendation of the National Insti-
elsewhere, angry parent groups tute of Health, classified mari-
are battling to close down the so- juana as a "Schedule One" drug
called "head shops," dealers in ("no known medical use, high
drug paraphernalia, with increas- probability of abuse"). Other
ing success. I "Schedule One" drugs include
NORML, a membership- heroin and LSD. Eventual
funded interest group originally exhaustion of the administrative
founded to work for the decri- process is expected to lead to a
minalization of: marijuana and substantive attack on the, classi-
now dedicated to its legalization, fication itself.
is in the forefront of the reform NORML's most recent lawsuit,
movement. While emphasizing discussed in detail by Sirulnik,
legislative solutions, NORML has challenges the legality of the
and continues to be involved in United States government's
precedent making lawsuits. notorious Sensimilla Strike Force.
For example, fast year in For those unfamiliar with the
NORML v. State Department, marijuana lexicon, "sensimilla"
NORML unsuccessfully chal- is an especially potent and expen-
lenged the federal government's sive hybrid of domestic pot grown
subsidy of the Mexican paraguat principally in, you guessed it,
spraying program. Paraquat, a California. Literally translated
defoliant used to strip the leaves from Spanish, "sensimilla"
off of Cannabis sativa (mari- means "without seeds." A special
juana) and other plants, is known horticultural process consisting of
to cause cancer and lung scarring destroying all male plants while
in human beings. Those of us who the females are yet immature
were fortunate to have had the insures that the females will
by Jon D. Silberman
Professor Sirulnik speaks on marijuana and the law.
continue to produce THC-rich grown" throughout the United
resins throughout the growing States for sale or personal use; in
season, resulting in a final pro- California, where soil and
duct of the highest quality. meteorological conditions are
Ironically, the paraquat spray- perfect, marijuana is estimated to
ing program, through its impair-' be one of the largest cash crops in
ment of the "Mexican connec- the state.
tion," merely served to encourage The Sensimilla Strike Force
the cultivation of sensimilla. created to seek out and destroy
Faced with the prospect of California marijuana is a multi--
dealing and smoking paraquat- agency force with a paramilitary
laden, low quality Mexican weed flavor worrisome to NORML and
prematurely harvested by Mexi- other citizen groups. The Force
can farmers in an attempt to mini- operates as follows: having
mize the defoliant effect, and un- chosen a suspect county to investi-
able to obtain significant quan- gate, it begins by photographing
tities of Columbian weed as a, " it from high altitudes with infra-
result of the Cuban refugee em- red'. cameras. Because different
bargo, America soon began pro- species of flora radiate heat at
ducing marketable quantities of determinable temperature gra-
what is considered by some dients, it is a relatively simple
"marijuanamavens" to be Dom matter to isolate areas which
Perigon of the trade-Californian appear as though they may be
sensimilla. supporting marijuana plants. The
next step is to photograph these
areas on regular film from a low
altitude of 500 feet or less. In
areas with extensive vegetative
cover, a photographer may be
lowered from a helicopter by rope
to snap pictures at near-ground
level. Plots of land found to
contain pot plants are identified
by reference to the local tax asses-
sor's records.
At this point a warrent is ob-
tained, and the Force descends on
the offending property with
machetes and flamethrowers in
hand. The Force may be accom-
panied by the local police depart-
ment or sheriff, although because
of the growing violence involved,
local law enforcement agencies
are becoming increasingly reluc-
tant to accompany the "feds" on
these sorties.
As the substantive basis for
their claim that the sensimilla pro-
gram is illegal, NORML advances
three major arguments. First of
all, NORML is arguing for the
application of the environmental
impact statement requirements of
NEP A based on the deleterious
effect which the noise and
commotion attending the aerial
surveillance missions have on the
indigenous fauna, including
several endangered species and
humans. Secondly, it is attacking
the use of Customs Service and
DrugEnforcement Agency intelli-
gence gathering networks and the
employment of Coast Guard and
NASA surveillance planes and
hardware in domestic law en-
forcement activities contradicting
Unlike traditionalvarietles of
imported pot which sell for $40 to
$50 an ounce, good sensimilla will
net the dealer up to $150 an ounce
or more. Lured by a ready marker
offering the possibility of huge
profits, domestic marijuana
entrepenuers operate outside of
the law to supply the equally ille-
gal demands of their clientele.
Today, marijuana is "home-
"Crossin~Niagara ~~
by Serge G. Martin Blondin decided that he had come
to the place where he would make
a name for himself that would be
remembered forever. Thus was
born "The Hero of Niagra," the
name by which Blondin was soon
to be known.
Blondin crossed Niagra many
times on a 1,200 foot long tight-
rope, each time adding some new
twist to the stunt. He made
crossings blindfolded; pushing a
wheelbarrow; on stilts; and in a
sack. He also made crossings with
a man on his back. Carlo was his
first passenger.
"Crossing Niagra " is a
compelling and artfully staged
story of trust, friendship, and
synergy. It is also an examination
of the thin line between madness
and greatness; a metaphorical
tightrope that all visionaries must
tread to realize their great am-
bitions. Blondin is played
flawlessly by Michael Tolaydo,
The Folger Theater Group is
-currently presenting the American
premiere of "Crossing Niagra," a
work by the Yale-educated
Peruvian playr ight Alonso
Alegria. The two-man play
concerns the relationship between
the legendary tightrope walker
known popularly as Blondin and
a young admirer of his named
Carlo, who brashly injects
himself into Blondin's life.
Born in France in 1824,
Blondin was raised as a circus
child and in fact was a true circus
prodigy who was dubbed "The
Little Wonder." In 1885 Blondin
came to the United States under
the patronage of the great impres-
sario P.T. Barnum, and shortly
thereafter happened to visit
Niagra Falls. Awestruck by the
enormity of the Falls and the
depth of the Great .Gorge,
who has often appeared in Folger
productions of Shakespeare plays
in such roles as Hamlet, Richard
the Second, and Orlando (in "As
You Like It"). Carlo has a mouth
that works- at a furious clip and
Tobias Haller, in his first Folger
appearance, turns in quite a good
performance considering the
difficulty of his role. You may
have seen Haller recently as he
played the lead in NBC-TV's
production of "The Liberty
Boys. "
Mention must also be made of
director Louis Scheeder and of set
and lighting designer Hugh Lester'
who carry off the difficult task of
staging the dramatic "outdoor"
sequences of the play with grace
and skill.
The bottom line is that
"Crossing Niagra" is a stirring
story and one well worth seeing in
this fine Folger production, which
runs through Marchl5.
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'an Executive Order and a post-
Civil War statute.
Lastly, it views the two war-
rantless aerial excursions as vio-
lative both of the 4th Amendment
right to be free of warrantless and
"unreasonable" searches and the
9th Amendment right to freedom
from government actions which
impermissibly encroach upon the
privacy of the individual.
Having completed his lecture
along with assistance from
NORML colleagues George Farn-
harm, Peter Meyers (a National
Law Center alumnus), and Kevin
Zeese, Sirulnik opened himself up
to questions from the audience.
This led to a candid discussion by
the lecturer of his personal beliefs
and philosophies concerning
marijuana and the government.
Noting that society is currently
being pulled in diametrically
opposed directions' by organiza-
tions such as NORML and com-
peting parent and conservative
groups on the issue of marijuana
decriminalization/legalization,
Sirulnik was quick to insist that
he did not wish to be interpreted
as advocating the use of illicit
drugs. Rather, he stressed that his
support for the legalization of
marijuana was predicated on the
underlyiing assumption that drug
laws on the books today are
totally ineffective in preventing
marijuana indulgence. Being thus
ineffective, they encourage dis-
respect for the law in general.
In a manner reminiscent of a
libertarian mindset, Sirulnik
decried' 'the' tendency of many
Americans "to view the criminal
law as the ultimate panacea of an
ordered society." Policymakess
and the public too often resort to '
the criminal law as a means of en-
forcing social policy when more
practical, less personally restric-
tive and constitutionally infirm
methods of regulation are avail-
able. These other methods are
better capable of safeguarding
individual freedoms and liberties
while simultaneously benefiting
society as a whole. Benefits to so-
ciety from the legalization and
regulation of marijuana, asserted
Sirulnik, would include increasing
the nation's tax base by shifting
profits from organized crime and
foreigners to United States cor-
porations and individuals, creat-
ing a more favorable balance of
payments vis-a-vis marijuana
exporting nations. insuring the
.uniform application of superior
quality control standards to the
growing and processing of mari-
juana, expanding upon the exist-
ing medical uses of marijuana as
an anti-nausea agent in chemo-
therapy and as a treatment for
glaucoma, and freeing the police
to pursue other more dangerous
elements of society.
One student asked Sirulnik
what effect he thought his work
for NORML had on his resume.
Replied Sirulnik with a laugh, "I
don't think it has hurt me. Of
course. it wouldn't be a plus in
my favor if I applied for a job
with General Motors, but then
again, it didn't affect the
National Law Center's offering
me tenure, so it can't be too bad!
Besides, we all know that in
today's world, potsmokers grow
up to be all sorts of important
people, even Congressmen or
sons of presidents!"
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Journal, of Int. Law & Economics
ted by the law review. The the rank in the writing competi-
competition can be picked up on tion 250/0. This method will
Friday, March 20, between 3 p.m. account for approximately 15
and 9 p.m, and must be returned positions (more if the first
by Monday, March 23, at 9 p.m. method does not result in 20 selec-
Competitions returned by mail tions).
must be postmarked no later than The third method of selection,
9 p.m. on Monday March 23. open only to second year day and
Candidates in the top 5% in third year night students, will be
each law school section (the night based solely upon a 15-20 page,
class is considered a separate sec- closed writing competition -
The Review has adopted new tion) will be selected for member- grades will not be a criterion. This In the mid-1950's Harvard Law not overlap existing courses.
procedures for selection' to pro- ship if they participate in the writ- competition will be handed out on School Professors Henry Hart' Jurisprudence is concerned with
vide multiple paths to member- ing competition and receive a Friday, March 20, between 3 p.m. and Albert Sacks compiled a far more abstract concepts; legal
ship. All prospective candidates score in the top 25% of all and 9 p.rn, and must be returned "tentative" set of cases and rna- research and writing deals with
must participate in a writing memoranda submitted. Rank for the Monday following spring terials entitled The Legal Process: the nuts and bolts of law library
competition, which will be held night students will be based on break, March 30, by 9 p.m. Basic Problems in the Making use and memorandum
during spring break. 'Ap- grades in required courses for the' Approximately 5 or 6 positions and Application oj Law. The preparation. The Legal Process
proximately 35-40 candidates will first three semesters; rank for day wiJI be fiJIed from this group. As materials have never been. materials address large, concrete
be selected, using three separate students will be based on grades a condition of Law Review published as a hard-cover text. dilemmas inherent in our system
methods of selection. The first for the first year (i.e., night stu- membership, candidates selected Despite this, they form the basis of law, offering solutions where
two methods will be open to day dents should have 24 credits of through this method will have to for courses on the legal process at they may be found (in the eyes of
students in the second semester of core courses" day students 28). complete at least 120 hours of a substantial number of American Hart and Sacks) and stimulating
their first year and night students Approximately 20 members will production work for the Review law schools and are frequently thought where there are no an-
completing the second semester of be selected through this method. by August 15, 1981 (i.e., during cited by courts and legal authors. swers.
their second year. The third meth- All those persons in the top 5% the spring and summer immedi- The course will be taught by
od will be open to second semes- not selected through this method ately following their selection). Tdhe
f
.stedudY
b
ofHthe legal process, Adjunct Professor Henry Levine
ter, second year day students and will still be considered for mern- These persons will be eligible for 2 as e III y art and Sacks. is and Professor David Rob'
second semester, third year night bership under the second method. hours of academic credit if they the study of how various law- Lev' IllSO~.
students. The second method will consist complete the writing and making institutions in the United I.ne, a graduate of Yale Uni-
of ranking competing students production requirements set by States - private individuals ::slt
y
a~d Harvard Law School,
The first two methods require based upon a' composite of rank the editorial board. administrative agencies, couns: Sa~k a~S1Stant. .t0 Dean Albert
the completion of a five page in section and rank on the writing More detailed information will and legislatures - interact to S. III re~lSIng some of the
I
,closed memorandum under in- competitions, with the rank in, be available at the meetings in make and apply "the law" It is mate~lals wh~lea student. He was
structions prepared and distribu-: section being weighted 750/0 and ,March." believed that the subject' would assoclat~d w~th the firm of Wi!-
L:::,==,:=-~~,:,;:,::,;,:~",:;,;,,:,,,,-,,;-~,,;,;,:,,:,;;,,,,;;,,;,;,:;;:::-,,;,,;,:;:,,;,;,:,;;,,,;,;,-,;,,,,;;,;;,,;,,,,;,,;,;,,,;,;,,;,,;,,~-,,;;·..:.· -"';;'"-:'" .;...~.';"'~'';.0' .:.;' ...... ..:.,.:.;,.::.'..:..,J. ·.:.~·<ic~_"~'",.·v.~...:.AA~\_, ...t:.J':' ••.:......~.:~.;,,:~:.t :..,.~......J,.-.. .. -.:'~ r- ~.c,r./!l...f.lcke,Tl.J1& forJ0.\.11y'~arc- . :- ~._- .:.0..:.. .:. . .:-.-.: "" ~'rJ "" ,-~~".
by Deborah J. Peterson
As 'editor-in-chief of the
IJournal of International Law and
I Economics, I am pleased to an-
nounce that the Journal will be
holding its competition for next
year's staff from March 20 to
March 30, 1981.
About the Journal:
The Journal, a member of the
National Conference of Law Re-
views, is a student-run periodical
that specializes in international
law. Recent student notes have
covered such diverse topics as the
President'S power to terminate
treaties, Great Britain's legis-
lation designed to frustrate Amer-
ican antitrust laws, and certain
aspects of the 1979 Tokyo rounds
of international trade nego-
tiations. Future issues will contain
notes on Chinese off-shore oil
exploration, extraterritorial appli-
cation of federal securities laws,
and personal jurisdiction over
alien corporations in criminal
cases. The Journal also publishes
articles from leading inter-
national law scholars and prac-
titioners. Upcoming issues
contain a series of articles on
international arbitration and an
article by Sir Joseph Gold, senior
consultant to the International
Monetary Fund.
You can derive numerous
benefits from Journal member-
ship:
You will serve on one of this
country's foremost student
periodicals in the field of inter-
national law. Next fall the
Journal enters its sixteenth year
of publication, making it one of
the oldest student publications in
its field. Our subscription figures
have been increasing dramatic-
ally, and you can be a part of the
Journal's growing quality and
prestige.
You will also have the op-
portunity to write a note which
will be published and distributed
to libraries, practitioners, and
scholars around the world.
The Law Review will hold
meetings on Wednesday, March
11th, at, 3:30 p.m, in Stockton
room 101, and on Thursday,
March 12th, at 8:00 p.m, in
Stockton room 304, to discuss the
selection of new members for the
Review. All those interested in
membership should attend one oj
these meetings.
In addition, because legal
periodicals influence reactions to
legal issues, you can contribute to
and help formulate international
law. For example, since the
Journal sent out a list of upcom-
ing notes and articles last month it
has received numerous requests
from practitioners for advanced
copies of these pieces.
You will also develop the val-
uable research, writing, and edit-
ing skills required of attorneys.
During the first year of Journal
membership, you must complete
at least 65 hours of staff work per
semester and write a publishable
notes. During the second year of
membership, 35 hours of staff
work will be required each
semester. if you complete these
requirements, you .will receive
four academic credits during your
second year of membership.
These credits satisfy the National
Law Center's legal writing
requirement.
Journal membership requires
neither knowledge of internation-
al law nor a desire to practice in
the field. The sole requirement is
a commitment to the Journal. If
you are an international law
"novice," the Journal will give
you an in-depth exposure to a
dynamic field of law.
I encourage all students to
apply for Journal membership.
The rewards of membership will
benefit you throughout your
career.
About the Competition:
Staff members for the Journal
are selected on the basis of grades
(60%) and a closed memorandum
writing competition (4011,10).The
writing competition is identical to
that used by the Law Review (al-
though time allowed for comple-
tion of the competition is diff-
erent), and I strongly encourage
application to both publications.
The following categories of
students are eligible for Journal
application:
First-year day students with at
least 28 credits;
Law Review
Second-year night students with
at least 28 credits;
First-year day students with 24
'credits who were night students
their first semester;
First-year night students with
20 hours who will be full-time day
students for their final two years
(graduating May of 1983).
The Journal will be holding
informational meetings Tuesday,
March 10 at 3:30 in Stockton 203
and Wednesday, March 11 at 8
p.m. in Stockton 203. Appli-
cations for membership are due in
the Journal office, Bacon B-Ol,
by 6 p.m. Tuesday, March '17.
Competitions may be picked up at
the Journal office between 3 and
8 p.m. Friday, March 20, and
must be returned to the Journal
office on or before 6 p.m.
Monday, March 30.
,Up to one quarter of next year's
Journal staff will be selected from
the night school; and because this
year these students will be selected
on the basis of their first three
semesters of grades, they will be
informed whether or not they
have been accepted for Journal
membership prior to the end of
the spring semester. They can
then begin their Journal duties in
the summer months. This will
help the Journal continue pro-
duction throughout the summer
and will also lessen the time press-
ures typically experience by night
student Journal members. I spent
three years at the Law Center as a
night student, and strongly en-
courage other night students to
apply for Journal membership.
The balance of the members
(day students) will be chosen in
late July-as soon as possible
after all grades are posted. These
staff members must participate in
an orientation program which
will be held approximately a week
before the start of the fall sem-
ester.
Again, I encourage all students
to apply.
Selection Comm. Reports
tremely important that the candi-
date show some commitment to
the Review.
tion and writing competition Considerable debate accorn-
grade, with the rank in section be panied the presentation of the re-
weighted 75% and the writing port. Editor-in-Chief of the Jour-
grade 25%. Approximately 20 nal, Deborah Peterson, expressed
positions will be filled by the first the concerns of the Journal edi-
process while the second process torial board with respect to the
will fill approximately 15 posi- selection of second year students
tions. to the Review. The Journal is
The problem of grade disparity afraid of losing trained, exper-
between the sections will be dealt ienced members of the Journal to
with differently this year than it the Law Review. Second year stu-
was last year. Utilizing the work dents that were selected for mem-
of the Faculty Law Review Selec- bership to the Journal should be
tion Procedure Committee, the prime candidates in a competition
Review editorial board decided to based solely on writing. No facul-
abandon the process of statistical ty members commented on the
"normalization" used last year in ' problem.
favor of a process whereby stu- Jeff Carp, editor on the Law
dent grades would be adjusted to Review and member of the Selec-
a percentile reflecting a student's tion procedures committee, had
rank within his section. The per- voted against the proposal. Jeff
centile rank will be combined with Carp was concerned with the in-
the grade for the writing competi- equities, in choosing people based
tion to select approximately 15 of on a ranking of the student within
the Review membership> posi- sections. "The point I am trying
tions. to make is that no method of ad-
The Journal of International. justing or comparing grades is
Law and Economics will not be without error. All such methods
offering any positions based pure- are based upon questionable or
lyon a writing competition. The incorrect mathematical assump-
editors of the Journal have not tions," wrote Jeff Carp ina letter
decided whether to use the "nor- objecting to the report.
malization" process to deal with At the meeting, Jeff Carp
grade disparity or to follow suit demonstrated that the chance of
with the Law Review and turn to the top 5% of each section con-
a percentile ranking. The Journal taining the top 5% of the class as
has traditionally weighted the a whole is one in a thousand.
writing competition more than "I believe the law school ad-
Law Review. Grades are weighted ministration has the responsibility
60% and the writing competition to ensure that students are eval-
is weighted 40%. uated similarly with respect to the
At the February 20 faculty grades they receive. The best way
meeting, the report of' the Law to solve the problem of grade dis-
Review Selection Procedure Com- parity is not by retroactively de-
mittee was presented by Professor termining the optimal way to ad-
Cibinic. Professor Cibinic point- just for such disparity. The source
ed out two aspects of the report. of the problem must be reme-
Selection of night students will be died," said Jeff Carp. He advo-
based upon the first three sernes- cated the creation of a new com-
ters of grades (or four if they have mittee to look into the problem of
taken a summer term) rather than grade disparity.
after the fourth semester as has Professor John Banzhaf also
been done in the past. spoke against the use of percentile
Professor Cibinic stated that ranking as a criterion of member-
the committee debated extensively ship. According to Professor
over whether the top 5% should Banzhaf. accepting the top 5% is
be required to submit a writing "simply a quota system with none
competition. The Law Review of the advantages and all of the
editorial staff felt that it was ex- disadvantages."
Continued from page 1
New Course Offered
On The Legal Process
by Prof. John Banzhaf
Imagine the surprise, shock and
disappointment on the faces of
students in Section 12 of Con-
tracts last spring when they
looked at their grades for the Fall
term and compared them with
Contracts grades for Section 13.
Grades in Section 12 were, on the
. average, more than 6 points lower
than in Section 13. The average of
Section 12 was a "C", and not
one student managed to score an
"A" grade. In contrast, the
average in Section 13 was a "B",
and over 20 students received an
"A". Most astonishing of all,
approximately 95 0J0 of the
students in Section 12 of Con-
tracts received grades lower than
the average grade in Section 13!
In Section II' the average was a
"C", and no student was 'deemed
worthy of an "A". In section 14
only one student received an
Grade Reform: Round?
"A"; an 85. In contrast, Section
14 had a "B" average with a
significant number of "A's"
ranging up to a 92.
During the Fall I wrote an
article in which I pointed out that
such disparities in grades have
been common for many years,
and predicted that they would
continue unless and until students
spoke out strongly and demanded
change. A number of students did
speak out, but apparently not
enough or strongly enough,
because the problem repeated
itself this year. .
Not a single student in Section
14 of Contracts received an "A"
grade, although almost 35
students in Contracts Section 12
received "A's". The averages in
Torts ranged from about 72.5
[Sec. 10) to 77 [Sec. 13); quite a
difference considering the size of
the classes and the very large
differences in class standing a few
points make. In one Torts section
virtually everyone got a grade
between 74 and 85 [Sec. 131,while
in others grades ranged from a
low of 50 [Sec. 201 to a high of
100 [Sec. 12).
At the last faculty meeting a
special committee studying this
problem from the point of view of
Law Review selection reported
that "it would be highly improper
to attempt redistribution of
grades through the use of mathe-
matical techniques" to achieve
fairness . in selection for the
Review, and instead proposed a
system of quotas and intersection
comparisons based on percentile
ranks. A member of the Com-
mittee and I both objected that
this proposal was attempting to
treat -- unfairly and in an absurd
mathematical manner -- only one
aspect and did not address the
major problem of the grade
disparities nor the other aspects
such as unfairness in selection for
various honors, class standing,
etc. created by these gross
distortions. I also distributed
graphs showing members of the
faculty, perhaps for the first time,
the magnitude and pervasiveness
of these disparities. Then I moved
that a specialcommittee be estab-
lished to look into the basic
problem of grade disparities and
to make proposals for reducing or
eliminating them to the faculty.
The Dean ruled that my-motion
to establish a committee to look
into the basic problem, rather
than simply treating one symp-
ton, was "relevant" but not
"germane" and could not be
voted upon. A number of faculty
members spoke out to indicate
their concern with the problem
and an apparent willingness to
establish such a committee, but
only when a proper motion was
made at the proper time. '
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I am prepared to make such a
motion at the next faculty
meeting and to ask the faculty to
finally face the issue squarely. I
understand that the Student Bar
Association may circulate a
petition to gather signatures
demonstrating student support
for this long-overdue reform. I
urge all students who are con-
cerned about the problem to sign
any such petitions, but also to
talk with their professors and the
various deans to indicate their
concern. Remember: although
this article highlighted the grading
disparity problem with examples
from first year classes, there is no
reason to believe that it does not
occur at least as seriously in
subsequent years as well. It is also
possible that proposed solutions
may in some sense be made retro-
active so as to directly benefit
students who have already suf-
fered from these absurd, unfair,
and totally unnecessary
disparities. .
Should Night Students Try Out For Law Review?
by Kif Kennedy
Does the sun rise in the East?
Although the answer to both
questions is the same, the reasons
for the answer are probably more
complicated in the case of night
students than they are for planets.
Being a night law student
means that you have learned how
to re-arrange your life to make
time for classes five nights a week
and for an additional ten to twen-
ty hours a week of studying, on
week nights after eight and on
weekends. A night student mem-
ber of Law Review must do this
PLUS commit 10-15 hours a week
to working on the Review PLUS
spend a couple of hundred hours
finding, researching, writing, and
re-writing an original piece of
legal scholarship. Night student
Law Review members can no
more ask for or expect a reduc-
tion in these requirements than
they could expect to graduate with
fewer credits than full-time day
students.
Aside from the question of how
a night student can do it, the more
important question is why a night
student should commit him or
herself to the sacrifices such a
schedule will entail. A few of the
reasons are:
I) Writing Experience - each
student author is assigned
first to a topics editor and
then to a notes editor who
will oversee, criticize, and
edit the student's work for
both substance and style.
The discipline imposed and
attention focused on the
student's writing will be
more rigorous than that de-
manded by most profes-
sors.
2) Opportunity to be Pub-
lished - if the student's
work is good enough, and
if the topic is not pre-
empted by a change in the
law, the note will be pub-
lished in the Review and
credited to the student
author.
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3) Prestige - being able to put
"Law Review" on your
resume is said to be an
advantage in obtaining a
job with a large law firm.
4) Learning How to Publish a
Periodical - all members of
the Review do "production
work," the endless and
sometimes tedious job of
cite-checking, proof-read-
ing, and correcting every
word of every article and
student note that comprises
each issue. This work shar-
pens blue booking and
legal research skills, and
exposes workers to the cur-
rent legal issues about
which the authors have
written.
5) Comradeship - working
with other members to put
out five issues a year forces
students, especially night
students, to meet and get to
know students they other-
wise might never have had
occasion to meet.
There are probably many more,
and more important, reasons for
night students to tryout for Law
Review. Whatever reasons per-
suade the night student to tryout
should be weighed carefully
against the sacrifice of any "free
time" and "social life" the night
student has left. To give less time
to the Law Review than the night
student member originally agreed
to give would shortchange not
only the Review but other night or
day students who would have
been willing to do the work.
Night students, because of their
age and the variety of their work
experiences, as well as their extra-
ordinary ability to manage their
time, have valuable skills and
ideas that should not be lost to the
Law Review. Nor should they,
just because they are night stu-
dents, miss the Law Review ex-
perience, provided they have
assessed the cost and are willing
to make the commitment.
LEGAL TYPING/
TRANSCRIPTION -
REPETITIVE LETTERS
/DOCUMENTS
Mag card/correcting selectric. Harvard/Blue book style. Dead-
lines met. Inexpensive rates. Large & Small projects.
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Hugh Y. Bernard's Thoughts:
By Hugb Y. Bernard,
Professor of Law
and Law Librarian
but all told, an odyssey of two
steps forward for everyone
backward, and a winding path I
am glad I have traversed (though
On June 30, 1981, when I retire I would not wish to travel it
as Professor and Law Librarian, I again).
bring to an end a period of One may well ask, why retire
twenty-four and one-half from a position you have found
academic years of daily contact on the whole to be a plus in your
with this University, its Law life? Why voluntarily give up a
School and Law Center. Since tenured full professorship and a
February 4, 1957, when I at- responsible growing admin-
tended my first class as an evening istrative position while still not
student in the old LL.B. program old enough for full Social
at our law school, I have been Security, and while still in ex-
present in one capacity or another cellent health and functional in all
at this school on every class or departments of life? A good
business day to the present day question. It deserves a thoughtful
(except only vacation leaves, and honest answer, and I will try
official travel and professional to supply it.
activities, and a few mercifully Basically, the answer lies both
brief illnesses). First, for three in subjective conditions within
and a half years, I was a night law me, and in conditions, changes
student, then for one semester I and developments in the field of
was both a law senior in the last law librarianship and in this
term of school and institution. First, as to myself. I
simultaneously librarian in charge like to think that 1 have been and
of our Law Library (August 1960 am an "inner-directed" person,
to February 1961), and since as delineated in David Riesman's
receiving my J.D. degree in 1961, seminal work, The Lonely
have been full-time as Law Crowd, of some three decades
Librarian (with the last nineteen ago. That is, I have always
years asa part of the Law - derived the values of my life, the
Faculty). This coming summer principles by which it is governed,
mar~~e end of twenty-one full- and its outward manifestations
time y~rs as Law Librarian, a from sources and wellsprings
longer period than anyone else within me, rather than from
has served in this job in the conditions, trends, fads and
school's 1I6-year history. It has foibles from the world at large or
been an adventure, a series of from dominant people or
challenges, a great deal of hard movements around me. (This
work, with much of both sunshine latter set of people, Riesman
and shadow, of growth and of characterizes as "other-
frustration, of elation and regret, directed". The analogy may be
somewhat like this. The "other-
directed" person is like an air-
craft directed by an external radar
beam or similar control; while the
"inner-directed" person has his
own internal gyro-stabilizer deep
within the inner self). Thus, in my
case, when after some years I
began to feel that the job of law
librarian no longer contained the
element of personal fulfillment
and inner reward that I felt I
needed for a full and contended
life, I decided (some twelve or
more years ago) to so plan my
financial and investment and
savings program as to make it
possible to pack it in at the earliest
possible date and the youngest
possible age. This, despite the fact
that all the external signs (good
responsible job, good law school,
supportive staff and faculty and
administration, and a forward
thrust toward genuine academic
excellence) would seem to dictate:
"hold on, ride the coaster toward
retirement, and hang on to that
magic tenure. They can't unseat
you till you reach seventy, you
know". How well I know; I could
do just that. But my inner-
directed gyroscope says, "It's
time to hang up the fiddle and to
bow, friend. You have done what
you can do here. Technology is
advancing. Law librarianship is
becoming less and less what you
want-old-fashioned bookloving
bibliographical work-and more
and more what you do not want:
personnel administration, budget
and fiscal management, smooth-
ing ruffled faculty and student
feathers, placating an hierarchical
general University administration
with its more and more suffocat-
ing and entangling red tape and
regulatory mechanisms, holding
at bay a large, insistent and
demanding coterie of practicing
lawyers outside our doors who
want fervently to have ready
access to what is now the city's
finest academic law library; and
in short, spending more and more
time on things and activities you
find sterile, boring, frustrating
and annoying. Go out of here, old
fellow, while you still have your
sense of humor, good health, and
capacity to enjoy life to its fullest.
No sense in waiting until seventy
and going out practically on a
shutter, embittered, worn to a
frazzle, and fit only for a geriatric
facility" .
Librarianship is becoming
more and more "information
science" and a matter of cathode-
ray tubes, terminals, micro.
processors, matrix printers, data
bases, on-line and interactive
systems, networks, and consortia.
Less and less is it the grand old
calling of bound books and musty
stacks, with that cathedral-like
hush and dignified, desiccated
solemnity that many of us of an
older generation remember so
well and so fondly. The change
must come; I do not denounce or
decry it. It is like the passing of
the steam locomotive from our
railroads a generation ago. No
machine of" man's devising so
captured the hearts and fancies of
generations of youth and adults
as the snorting, chuffing,
smoking iron horse with its
gleaming drive rods, high and
majestic driving wheels, haunting
whistle and clanging brazen bell.
But it was perhaps man's most
inefficient major invention, with
only about 12-15% of the energy
generated by the firebox and
boiler translated to effective
draw bar pull at the coupler.
Hence, it had to go, and what
replaced it is more efficient, more
practical, and more economical,
but to many the romance is gone
forever. Just so, librarianship
must change, and there are those
who are eager, trained and
equipped to carry this library to
new peaks of excellence and
achievement in the new tech-
ological age. Like Moses on
Mount Nebo, I can say I led the
institution to the gates of the
Promised Land. Now let some
modern-day Joshua of the in-
formation science, media-center
world take it over the border to
enter into its inheritance. God
speed, and may all the forces be
with you!
A library, like any human
institution, is made up of people
more than of things. In a real and
palpable sense, this library is
more its staff than it is an accre-
tion of volumes, documents,
microforms, machines, and
assorted hardware.
-Our library is the product of a
truly immense host of people who
for well over a century have
ordered, purchased, labeled,
Continued on page 11 ' '
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stamped, marked, and shelved
literally tons of books, papers,
theses, reports, and in more
recent years added and processed
films, motion pictures
microforms of various kinds, and
even phono-records, posters,
charts, and now videocassettes
and voice recordings. Some of the
earlier t oilers in this, library are
now forgotten, their names lost in
the mists of vanished times and in
ephemeral records long-since
consigned to the ashheap of the
history of a school that long lived
(along with its library) a nomadic
existence and that did not value or
preserve its housekeeping records.
Our law library occupied six-'-
yes, six-locations within this city
before the Jacob Burns Law
Library was opened in 1967.
Each move no doubt saw the
wholesale discarding of paper
files and correspondence, payroll
sheets, etc. But we know enough
about the recent and present staff
to form an idea of what selfless
and dedicated service can be and
can mean to a library and to the
school it serves.
In my twenty-one years as
librarian, we have gone from a
full-time staff of three (the
librarian, a cataloger, and a clerk-
typist) to a fun time staff of 21.5
F.T.E. positions, divided into
three busy departments. As the
fun-time staff has grown seven-
fold, the professional part of it
has grown slightly more than
seven-fold, to eight positions. We
are roughly in the mainstream of
law school libraries in schools of
our size-perhaps a bit smaller
than the average.
What do we see on our staff,
and whom do we meet? Blacks,
whites, Middle Easterners, South
Asians, Orientals, Hispanics-a
mini United Nations has served us
in the past two decades, some
with us now. I have seen on our
staff Bolivians, an Arab, a
Libyan (later Prime Minister of
his country), a Czech, a Peruvian,
Pakistanis and Indians, Afghans,
Vietnamese, and persons of
Greek, Italian, Rumanian, and
many other European ancestries.
Students who have served in our
library have graced the bench as
judges, run for Congress, and
even become law librarians at law
firms and other universities. One
assistant was a law school dean in
his native Afghanistan.
Of our present full-time staff
and those who have served on that
staff in my period here, I can only
say I feel a debt I cannot
adequately express in this brief
space. Our senior staffer in terms
of earliest date of entry on duty,
next to me, is Mrs. Ellen K.
Crouch, who joined us in April of
1965, and then returned to us a
decade later after service in
another library for a while. In-
valuable to us in various
processing duties, she is partic-
ularly our bindery person and
general nursemaid to sick books
and keeper of vital records. Next
in point of service time is Robert
G. Bidwell, Associate Librarian
for Management/Planning. AlI I
can say is that the best single
day's work I have done in my
time here was that one 1did when
I arranged for him to come join
our staff March I, 1967,
primarily at the time to assist in
the planning for the move and
settling of the library in its new
home in our Jacob Burns Library
then a-building. He has been so
much more to us that I cannot
begin to detail it. He is a strong
right arm and the most resource-
ful person I have known in any
endeavor.
Mrs. Malinda Carpenter Lee,
of the present staff, is next in
seniority. It was said of Augustus
Caesar that he found Rome a city
of brick and left it a city of
marble. Mrs. Lee found a law
library that was unclassified by
any system, and proceeded to
apply the newly-published law
schedules Of the Library of
Congress to classify' the new
books as they came under our
accelerated acquisitions in our
new building, and also as much as
possible, to catch up the older
volumes as time and staff
alIowed. She also led in adapting
our processing to the new
computer age, as OCLC was
acquired over two years ago and
put into service. Next in service
seniority is Mr. Joseph W.
Morris, who joined us in January
1970, and who has for over eleven
years performed in what must
belong in the Guinness Book of
World Records as the longest
period of full-time service in
looseleaf filing in any law library
anywhere. Truly a monument to
dedication and diligence. Other
senior staff persons: Mrs. Clara
Lipsey, for almost adecade our
periodicals and serials specialist:
keeper of records, claimer of
strays, helper of readers, and
Doyenne extraordinaire of law
review, journal, and newspaper.
My sense of indebtedness and
of appreciation extends far
beyond those named to the many
others who toil and serve our
readers: our other professionals,
such as Brian Dixon (Associate
for Reader Services) and his
devoted group who handle the
heavy load at the refer-
ence/reserve desk: Sally Hostetler, honored' at her departure with a
who like the Hugh Bernard of 22 special Faculty. resolution and
years ago, holds down a full-time presented with a sterling silver
job while attending law school, tray); Jim Heller who was as
and who was on the winning team adept with bluegrass music on his
in the Van Vleck Case Club final guitar as with LEXIS/Mead
arguments; together with a hard- Data's terminal; Mrs. Maurine
working group of students and Hemingway who gave us the last
part-time assistants. Our junior decade of her long and busy
reader-service professionals: professional life as our Senior
Barclay Inge in charge of micro- Cataloguer; William M. Hilleary,
forms, circulation routines, and dedicated and gracious catalog
our growing multi-media librarian whose ultimely death, in
(audiovisual) services; and 1971 of a heart attack at age 43,
Richard Gibson, documents came on the eve of his receiving
librarian who presides (with the his J.D. from our Law School (it
able assistance of John Warren) was' conferred posthumously);
over the depository publications Doris Carpenter and Martha
program and our government Valdivia,my first cataloguers,
holdings generally. Also, perhaps who each helped so much when 1
the most unappreciated but most was learning my way around the
necessary of people: our stack- unfamiliar library and routine so
masters or shelvers; John long ago; our original documents
Paradiso and his two assistants, librarian, Jane Romita, and her
Farouq Bashar and Regina successor, Kathy Larsen; our first
Watson. They help to cope with audio-visual/micro librarian,
that hardy perennial of chronic Kris Lochrie; and Martha Me-
law school library problems, the Clellan, library specialist in
unshelved book and the scattered processing and interlibrary loan
collections, and they do it as welI assistant, who maintained a
as in any school I know. home, reared an infant, and
And what of those, no less attended law school while
vital, who are not seen much by working full-time for us (when
readers? Mrs. Mary Grace did she sleep"). And many, many
Fleeman, Oklahoma's loss and more: our files show at least fifty- .
our gain as senior catalog five former full-time (or part-time
librarian to replace the much- professional) employees in my
loved Mrs. Maurine Hemingway time alone. This, plus literally
last summer. Mr. Ved P. Gulati, hundreds of student and casual
I cultured gentleman of India, who hourly employees since mid-1960.
handles other cataloging chores Not all the memories are pleasant;
and OCLC editing; Mrs. Martha not all the people were paragons
Williams of many duties in-c. or numbered among nature's
eluding the monthly list of .new . noblepeople; but the pluses so
accessions; Josephine De Asin of outweigh the minuses that the
interlibrary loan, bibliographic occasional failures can be
terminal and other duties; Luy overlooked. Truly a remarkable
Pham who handles all of our and in many ways exceptional
book orders and invoices, etc. group of colleagues and
And Pam Mazza, half-time but associates.'
indispensable in accessions and Of the Faculty of February
acquisitions duties. What would 1957 when I entered law school,
we do without our senior account we still have John A. Kendrick (of
clerk, Mrs. Linda Siadys, she of 'the adjunct faculty), William T.
the Xerox coins, payroll sheets, Mallison, Jr., Louis H. Mayo,
supply orders, and building work Leroy S. Merrifield, David B.
orders for Robert I!idwelI? And Weaver, and Glen E. Weston.
what, indeed, would we do Dean Jerome Barron was to serve
without Mrs. Huyen Nguyen, as a teaching fellow later, while
who came to us from the Law working toward his LL.M.
School secretarial pool and who degree. By the time I began as the
has found a vital niche as our law school's librarian in August
senior secretary-serving four of of 1960, Edward A Potts had
the library's executives with joined the Faculty and was Assis-
unruffled poise?
Beyond those now serving us
actively are the many others who
have served during my time and
whose names and records are
fondly remembered though they
have died or left us for other jobs,
retirement, or personal reasons:
Vera Taborsky (senior cataloguer
in her time, and only librarian
who ever served here who was
tant Dean; also J. Reid Hambrick
and Ralph C. Nash were on the
teaching staff. Jerome A. Barron'
was then a teaching fellow. To
these and to the giants of that
time who have retired or passed
on, I also feel much indebted: to
them as teachers in many cases
and as colleagues and mentors
while I served them as librarian to
the best of my abilities: Carville
D. Benson, William T. Fryer,
Gust A. Ledakis, Herbert
Liebesny, Charles B. Nutting,
Robert G. Dixon, Robert M Cooper, 1.
Forrester Davidson" Robert
Kramer, Orville H. Walburn,
Herman Orentlicher, Harold P.
Green, and the many, many
others who have taught and
served here, and whose memories
I value in so many ways. Partic-
ularly to those who have presided
over this school as Deans during
my tenure: Charles B. Nutting,
Robert Kramer, and Jerome
Barron, I feel a particular sense of
gratitude for support and for
understanding counsel, and on
occasion for reproof withal. But
still I am grateful. It has been
a hard but an upward road. I leave
it with a wrench but also with a
sense of relief and go to more
restful pastures and fields of
service. Ave atque vale!
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A lien upon the house? You be tcha, If your kid's at G W.
And Now -. the Illustrious Law Faculty l!
"This law school's nothing, "
sings Mindy.
Melissa and the Pinto Blues
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"It's legal Perversion. "
.c: Revue
by Robert Schlossberg
Playing before a sellout crowd in Lisner Auditorium on Monday
night February 16, the cast and crew of Law Revue '81 put on a
dazzling display of satire and song. Over 80 students participated in
the rollicking two hour show, which covered such topics as orien-
tation, caffeine addiction and legal perversion. Few professors
remained unscathed when the evening was complete; Professors
Seidelson, Weaver and Pock had entire skits devoted to them.
One of the most notable features of this year's Law Revue was the
number of fine solo singing performances. Beginning with Jonathan
Flom's forceful contribution to the opening number, "Magic To
Do," through Meg Roggensack's moving rendition of "What I Did
For Love," the show was marked by strong vocals. Michael
Dripchak and the "000 oooers" impeccably recreated the 50's in
their outstanding performance of "Law School Drop-out." In a
scene direct from Fiddler on the Roof, Ron Bush transported Tevye
into the legal world with a memorable "If I Were A Partner."
Though superb, the singing did not overshadow the biting satire
which is a hallmark of the Law Revue. The cast poked fun at many
features of law school life. A frequent subject for comment was the
cost of attending the law school; the song "Tuition" was an im-
mediate crowd-pleaser. Lynn Hiner and the Placement Office came
under direct attack via Pamela Eddy's persuasive impersonation of
Ms. Hiner. Even the seemingly harmless school nerds did not escape
ridicule.
Professors remained the favorite object of satiric wrath. Many
were noticeably absent from the audience, evidently having con-
fronted the eternal question:
Whether 'tis nobler in the mind,
To suffer the slings and arrows of outrageous students,
Or to take arms against a sea of parodies,
And by not attending, end them?
The Law Revue portrayed Professor Seidelson as just a regular guy
at home whose family mimicked his Socratic teaching style. In a
take-off on the television show "Leave it to Beaver," Professor
Weaver and wife June instructed their sons "Weaver" and Wally in
the intricacies of writing a will. Finally, the "Tonight Show" and
"Faculty Feud" lampooned several faculty members.
All members of the cast deserve credit for their admirable per-
formances as well as the long hours devoted to rehearsals. Recog-
nition is also due the Law Revue '81 Board, chaired by Kathy
Hatke, and to all the writers, crew members and musicians who
made the show a thoroughly enjoyable production.
The only regret about Law Revue is that, by design, it opened
and closed in one night. '
